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INTRODUCTION AND A PERSONAL ‘THANK YOU’ v

Ever since I gained an awareness of learning styles and began developing our Working Style
Analysis (WSA), I knew I had to write a book about this eye-opening concept and I knew
it had to be a special book. A book which was hard to put down, containing the scientific
concepts behind working, teaching and learning styles as well as giving a good overview of
applications and practical advice on how to handle diversity in learning situations. But most
importantly, it had to be enjoyable and easy to read. I imagined that if I had fun writing it,
people might have fun reading it, talking about it and enjoying the knowledge they might
gain from trying out what I invited them to do.

And that’s when I finally took action. Knowing my own learning style, how I could work
most effectively and which environment I needed to be creative, I had been dreaming about
the perfect place for a long time. Armed with my laptop computer, a lot of suntan lotion, a
suitcase full of reference books and half my collection of classical CDs, I retreated to Fiji
for a few weeks over the Christmas break to write most of this book.

It was there that style differences became even more obvious to me. Watching the people of
Fiji at the markets, in their villages and at their daily work, and the tourists at their hotels,
on the beach and in the shops showed me how different and yet how similar human beings
are. How difficult it often is to communicate, to interact and to understand one another. How
much easier it would be if we all knew more about ourselves, our style differences and how
we could get on with each other.

Six years have gone by since this book was first published in New Zealand and I observe
with amazement the impact it still has on people around the world. In total it has been ten
years of hard work of developing the Learning Style Analysis (LSA) for primary and high
school students as well as for adult learners, and the Teaching Style Analysis (TSA) for
educators; ten years of travelling the world and spreading the message. But it has also been
ten years of enjoyment and immense pride about having created something people can
accept, put to good use and pass on to others. 

Since the first publication I have conducted training seminars and worked with educators in
many different cultures – from the Arabic World to European countries, from the United
States to Australia and China. Learning styles projects are underway in Canada, the USA,
the UK, Norway, Finland and Australia, and it seems that educators everywhere are more
willing than ever to accommodate learning diversity in their classrooms. I discovered that
certain style features are universal, that the ‘Diversity Concept’ is understood and applicable
anywhere because it deals with human beings.

This book has been translated into Swedish, Finnish and Norwegian and several other
translations are pending. Our assessment instruments are available as software in Finnish,
Swedish, German and Mandarin Chinese and has recently been translated into Norwegian,
Danish and Spanish. I have realized it is a truly universal concept and I am grateful that
modern technology as well as long-distance travel have made it possible to reach so many
people. The biggest impact on ‘spreading the word’ was undoubtedly the expansion and
greater reliability of the internet, which has made a huge difference in delivering LSA,
WSA and TSA profiles via our website www.creativelearningcentre.com to anyone
anywhere in the world who has access to email and a web browser.

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education NE8056



CHAPTER 1:  THE STATE OF THE ART 1

1. Learners – an endangered species

Over the past ten to twenty years many species, 
like whales, have been exposed to an environment environment
which is no longer safe, which no longer supplies
what their basic needs require for survival, and is basic needs
threatening their livelihood. The results of such 
conditions are devastating not only for the species 
itself but also for the entire environment. Whenever 
a species is decimated or, worse, becomes extinct, species is decimated
there is always a major upset in the balance of upsets the balance
any ecosystem.

As we well know, this is presently happening
on a huge scale worldwide. However, we tend 
to ignore it or prefer to believe that such events 
won’t have the predicted negative impact.

If we compare the example from the animal 
kingdom with the situation learners find themselves 
in these days (especially in secondary and tertiary
education), it is obvious that such learning 
environments are really no longer conducive no longer conducive 
to successful and satisfactory learning. to successful learning

Traditional education practices with a strong 
emphasis on mathematical and linguistic skills 
and formal delivery, using mainly analytical, analytical, left-brain
left-brain teaching methods (as described on 
page 6), do not allow many students to develop 
life skills and learning abilities which would enable 
them to survive easily in our fast-changing world.

Students cannot understand themselves 
as learners or what is happening to them, or 
why they cannot produce adequate results 
during their years of schooling. As a consequence,
their self-esteem and motivation are reduced self-esteem and motivation
dramatically and finally their minds are lost for dramatically reduced
lifelong learning – they are literally extinct extinct
as a learning species. as learning species

The results are dangerous for any human society 
and manifest themselves in climbing figures
for crime rates, drug abuse, unemployment, 
alcoholism, divorce, child abuse, violence, 
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economic recession, environmental problems,
poverty, social unrest and, perhaps, even war. 

It might not be obvious but the social ills every social ills
developed society is stricken with today seem 
to have their roots in poor education, dropoutism, poor education
underachievement and low self-esteem which can low self-esteem
often be traced back to the parent generation.

So, what can be done to break the vicious cycle, break the vicious cycle
to prevent these developments continuing? 

2. Mission impossible – love of learning for everyone?

The claims that everyone can learn, that mass
education is mental mass destruction and that 
this creates learning disabilities, are not new but 
sound like provocations because the generally provocations
held view, at least here in New Zealand, is that
we have one of the best educational systems 
in the world – including our high school system.

Reality, however, seems to support the opposite: 
the number of underachievers in schools 
is on the rise; learning disabilities have become 
a fact of life; learning motivation goes down 
the longer students are in the educational system; 
nearly everyone is glad when school is finally over; 
and even many of those who successfully finish
a degree find studying hard and frustrating.

As fond memories of school learning are rare, 
and in most people’s minds knowledge acquisition
seems to stop when they leave school, it is 
no surprise that lifelong learning is usually not lifelong learning
part of our mindset. Yet most people appreciate 
the learning they experience in ‘real’ life; in fact
over the years they usually get better at it and even 
enjoy it! However, as soon as they have to go back 
to traditional training situations or, even worse, traditional training
to formal learning or studying, they immediately formal learning/studying
develop negative feelings – the same feelings they 
experienced through their school learning: anxiety,  
frustration, boredom, stress, decreased motivation.    

And yet – considering the human brain, human brain 

© 2006 Hawker Brownlow Education NE8056
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